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ABOUT SB
Shayo Alofe inspires more women

and men all over the world to take

control of their lives. At Shayo

Blooms, we believe you too can

thrive again!

What You Focus on Grows!!
What you focus on grows - good or bad.

You attract who or what you are - don't like

the people or the things around you, look in

the mirror!

If you ask me, Shayo ~ what do you do?

Me: I'm in the pie baking & sharing business!!

BOOMMM!!!

You can pray & fast all you want, these are

eternal truths. You have to focus on what you

really want.

Focus is a Creative Force

"To not only believe in ABUNDANCE, but to

CREATE more of it - that's the best, most

exciting, expansive, huge way to live. 

Read More: shayoblooms.com

Visit the website
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One thing I love about our industry is "you

can't get to the top without creating some

success stories along the way." As you know, I

love Network Marketing like it's my life.

The reason for this love is simple. We continue

to create success stories week after week on

my team. The income testimonials in our

presentations are truly mind blowing.

I am super grateful for where I'm at and the

success stories we've been able to create so

far. A common factor for me along this path

has been the amount of love that radiates

through the teams.

Building Networks: Loving life is
the Process!!
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It's so great to share this news with you! I became the first and

only Diamond Elite in the UK, Rain International!

It has not fully sunk in yet. I'm still going over the past 11 months &

2 weeks in my head. Early March last year I struggled with the

decision to leave the company I had only been with for 5 months

and join Rain International. That decision has paid off!! Make every

decision count today.

Note for the month


